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INTERFACE  .  TABS

 + Parameter Tab 

Bridge between Rhino/user input and GH 
objects

 + Logic Tab 

Data[geometries/numeric values] handling

 + Scalar Tab 

Scalar data generating/processing

 + Vector Tab 

Vector data generating/processing

 + Curve Tab 

Curve entities generating/modifying/evaluat-
ing

 + Surface Tab 

Surface entities generating/modifying/evaluat-
ing

 + Mesh Tab 

Mesh entities generating/modifying/evaluating

 + Intersection Tab 

Generating intersections between objects

 + Transform/deform Tab 

Transform or deform objects



step01_01

STEP01  .  CREATING SINGLE COMPONENT - IDEA

 + Draw two line objects [Rhino input] 

 + Make a center line [GH]

 + Copy and move

 + Scale

 + Rotate

 + Draw arcs & loft



step01_02

STEP01  .  CREATING SINGLE COMPONENT - PROCESS

 + Draw two line objects [Rhino input] 

 + Place two Crv objects [GH parameter]

 + Connect Rhino & GH objects

 • RMB, select ‘set one curve’

 + Get a center point

 • ‘Evaluate Length’ object

 + Set length factors as 0.5

 • Length factor 0 = curve start point

 • Length factor 1 = curve end point



step01_03

 + Draw a line between two center points

 • ‘Line’ object

 • Connect two points from Eval objects

 + Get a center point

 • ‘Evaluate Length’ object

 + Move the bottom curve to the center point

 • ‘Move’ object

 • Connect bottom crv object into G parameter

 + Set T [translation vector] parameter

 • ‘Vector 2pts’ object



step01_04

 + Connect the vector to the Move obj

 + Scale the mid curve 

 • ‘Scale’ object

 + Set C [center of scaling] parameter

 + Set F [scaling factor] parameter

 • ‘Number slider’ object



step01_05

 + Change properties by double clicking

 • Set current value as 0.7 for now

 + Connect to Scale object 

 + Rotate the mid curve

 • ‘Rotate Axis’ object

 + Set X [rotation axis] parameter



step01_06

 + Connect to the center line

 + Set A [rotation angle in radians] parameter

 • ‘Number slider’ object

 + Change properties by double clicking

 • Set rotation angle value as degree

 + Convert degree into radian value

 • ‘1-var function’ object

 • Double click the object to bring control window



step01_07

 + Type in ‘Rad(x)’

 + Get start and end points of three curves

 • ‘Divide Curve’ object

 + Set N [number of segments] parameter

 • Set the value as 2.0

 + Same thing for other 2 curves



step01_08

 + Draw arcs

 • ‘Arc 3pt’ object

 + 3 arcs from 3 sets of point

 + Data matching methods

 • shortest

 • longest

 • cross

 + Remove 2nd arc

 • ‘Cull pattern’ object
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step01_09

 + Modify cull pattern

 • RMB, select ‘manage boolean collection’

 + T-F-T cull pattern

 + Loft

 • ‘Loft’ object

 + Set loft option

 • RMB on O parameter

 • Select straight fit from the drop down menu



step02_01

STEP02  .  COMPONENT REPLICATION - IDEA

 + Draw two line objects [Rhino input] 

 + Divide and explode lines into segments

 + Cull every 2nd segment

 + Applying component from step 01



step02_02

STEP02  .  COMPONENT REPLICATION - PROCESS

 + Draw two lines on Rhino

 + Connect them to GH crv objects

 + Divide curves

 • ‘Divide curve’ object

 + Set N [number of segments] parameter

 • Connect ‘Number slider’ object

 + Do the same thing for the other curve



step02_03

 + Shatter curves into physically separated segments

 • ‘Shatter’ object

 + Connect to curves

 + Set t [parameters to split] parameter

 + Difference between ‘t’ and ‘L’

 • For example, there are two curve evaluation 
objects. Top one evaluate curve using ‘t’ value 
and the bottom one do with ‘L’ value. 

 • Both ‘t’ and ‘L’ are a relative position along with 
a curve. But ‘t’ is in real scale, and ‘L’ is unitized 
scale. 

 + Connect two ‘t’ parameter taps



step02_04

 + Do the same thing for the other curve

 + Remove every 2nd segment

 • ‘Cull N th’ object

 + Set N [cull frequency] parameter as 2

 + Do the same thing for the other curve



step02_05

 + Multiple sets of curves

 • Our component is made out of one set of initial 
curves

 • We have several sets of curves. Because they 
are pairing, we can connect our component 
with those segment pairs to replicate single 
component

 + Connect



step03_01

 + Variables control every component in the same 
manner, thus every one of them is identical. 

 + To have variety as well as smooth transition 
between components, use graph variable.

 + Get center lines of components

 + Get intersection points

 + Using distance and distance ratio, set graphic 
variables

STEP03  .  GRAPH VARIABLE USER INPUT - IDEA



step03_02

 + Place five GH curve objects on canvas and connect 
with Rhino curves

 + Divide top and bottom curves

 + To get center lines, attach 1-var function object to 
the divide number slider

 + Among them, we need only 2nd points. 

STEP03  .  GRAPH VARIABLE USER INPUT - PROCESS



step03_03

 + Use cull pattern object to remove other points

 + Draw lines between points

 + Get intersecting points using ‘Curve | Line’ object

 + Get center points using ‘Evaluation Length’ object



step03_04

 + To retrieve y values only, use Point decompose 
objects

 + Get ‘D’ values

 + Get ‘D1’ values

 • Note that ‘Distance’ object produce absolute 
values only. Since we need both positive and 
negative distance values, for distance D1, we 
will use 1-var function. 

 + Get the ratio of D1/D



step03_05

 + Apply scale and rotation factors (2 & 90)

 + Connect with existing component system 


